There are 134,459 distinct initial hands at the video poker game Jacks or Better, taking suit exchangeability into account. A computer program can determine the optimal strategy (i.e., which cards to hold) for each such hand, but a complete list of these strategies would require a book-length manuscript. Instead, a hand-rank table, which fits on a single page and reproduces the optimal strategy perfectly, was found for Jacks or Better as early as the mid 1990s. Is there a systematic way to derive such a handrank table? We show that there is indeed, and it involves finding the exact optimal conditional expected return, given the initial hand. In the case of Jacks or Better (paying 800, 50, 25, 9, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0), this is a random variable with 1,153 distinct values, of which 766 correspond to garbage hands for which it is optimal to draw five new cards. We describe the hands corresponding to each of the remaining 387 values of the optimal conditional expected return (sorted from largest to smallest) and show how this leads readily to an optimal strategy hand-rank table for Jacks or Better. Of course, the method applies to other video poker games as well.
Introduction
The video poker game Jacks or Better is a one-player game played at a video monitor. The player places a bet. He then receives five cards face up on the screen, with each of the 52 5 = 2,598,960 possible hands equally likely (the order of the five cards is irrelevant). For each card, the player must decide whether to hold that card or not. Thus, there are 2 5 = 32 ways to play the hand. If he holds k cards (0 ≤ k ≤ 5), he is dealt 5 − k new cards, with each of the 47 5−k possibilities equally likely. The player then receives his payout, which depends on the amount he bet and the rank of his final hand.
The pay table for full-pay Jacks or Better is shown in Table 1 . We use the term "full-pay" to emphasize the fact that there are similar versions of the game with less favorable pay tables. (Often the payouts for full house and flush, 9 and 6, are reduced, for example to 8 and 5. A full-pay game is also called a 9/6 game.) It should also be mentioned that, typically, to qualify for the 800 for 1 payout on a royal flush, the player must make a maximum bet (five times the minimum bet), which we assume he does, and we regard that maximum bet amount as one unit. The video poker game Jacks or Better dates back only to about 1979, and the first analyses were based on computer simulation or approximate computation (Frome 1989 , Weber and Scruggs 1992 , Gordon 1996 , 2000 . Some authors (Wong 1988 , Paymar 1992 argued that a slightly suboptimal strategy, being easier to implement, is preferable. Eventually, the exactly optimal strategy was published by Dancer (1996) in the form of a one-page hand-rank table. Dancer and Daily (2003, Table 6 .2) later found a simpler, but still optimal, hand-rank table. Ethier (2010, Section 17 .1) provided a textbook treatment, using the hand-rank table of Dancer and Daily without confirming it; subsequent analysis by Kim (2012) (and perhaps others) confirmed its accuracy. Marshall (2006) published a 357-page manual listing the correct play for every hand of the video poker game Deuces Wild; no such book has been published for Jacks or Better.
To determine the optimal strategy at Jacks or Better, it suffices, for each of the player's 2,598,960 possible initial hands, to determine which of the 32 drawing strategies maximizes his conditional expected return. We can reduce the amount of work required by nearly a factor of 20 by taking equivalence of initial hands into account. Let us call two initial hands equivalent if they have the same five denominations and if the corresponding denominations have the same suits after a permutation of (♣,♦,♥,♠). For example, the equivalence class containing A♣-A♦-A♥-K♣-Q♦ has 24 members because the A-K suit can be chosen in four ways, then the A-Q suit can be chosen in three ways, and finally the remaining A suit can be chosen in two ways.
How many equivalence classes are there associated with a particular set of denominations? Let us consider the case of a hand with five distinct denominations m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , m 5 with 2 ≤ m 1 < m 2 < m 3 < m 4 < m 5 ≤ 14. (Here 11-14 signify J-A. There are 13 5 = 1,287 ways to choose the denominations.) We number the suits of denominations m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , m 5 by n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Since we are concerned only with equivalence classes, we choose n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 successively, using the smallest available integer for each suit that does not appear in a lower denomination. Thus, n 1 = 1, n 2 ≤ n 1 + 1, n 3 ≤ max(n 1 , n 2 ) + 1, and so on. It is easy to see that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of such (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 , n 5 ) and the set of equivalence classes of hands with denominations (m 1 , m 2 , m 3 , m 4 , m 5 ). By direct enumeration (rather than by combinatorial analysis) we find that there are 51 equivalence classes. See Table 2 for a list, which also includes the other types of hands. Table 2 shows that there are exactly 51 13 5 + 20 13 1, 3, 9 + 8 13 2, 1, 10 + 5 13 1, 2, 10 + 3 13 1, 1, 11 = 134,459 equivalence classes. For a group-theoretic derivation of this number, see Alspach (2007) . As a check, we compute the total number of hands by summing the sizes of the equivalence classes:
(1 · 4 + 15 · 12 + 35 · 24) 13 5 + (8 · 12 + 12 · 24) 13 1, 3, 9 + (4 · 12 + 4 · 24) 13 2, 1, 10 + (1 · 4 + 3 · 12 + 1 · 24) 13 1, 2, 10 + (1 · 4 + 2 · 12) 13 1, 1, 11 = 2,598,960.
Our program (written in C++ in 2007) methodically cycles through each of the 134,459 equivalence classes. For each one it computes the 32 conditional expected returns and determines which is largest and if it is uniquely the largest. It stores this information in a file as it proceeds. The program consists of a main program and two subroutines:
int main() void optimal(int m0[ ], int n0[ ], int no, int sz, double t0[ ]) int poker(int l0[ ])
The subroutine poker returns the rank (0-9 corresponding to the 10 ranks in Table 1 ) of a hand given by a vector of five distinct integers, each in the range 1-52. The subroutine optimal prints a line of output that describes the optimal strategy and conditional expected return, given a hand's five denominations, five suits, equivalence class number, and equivalence class size. (The vector t0 Table 2 : List of equivalence classes of initial player hands in Jacks or Better, together with the size of each equivalence class. (From Ethier 2010, p. 551.) five distinct denominations (x, y, z, v, w):
13 5 = 1,287 ways (includes hands ranked no pair, straight, flush, straight flush, royal flush)
(1, 1, 1, 1, 1) 4 (1, 1, 2, 3, 3) 24 (1, 2, 2, 1, 2) 12 (1, 2, 3, 2, 1) 24 (1, 1, 1, 1, 2) 12
(1, 1, 2, 3, 4) 24 (1, 2, 2, 1, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 2, 2) 24 (1, 1, 1, 2, 1) 12
(1, 2, 1, 1, 1) 12 (1, 2, 2, 2, 1) 12 (1, 2, 3, 2, 3) 24 (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) 12
(1, 2, 1, 1, 2) 12 (1, 2, 2, 2, 2) 12 (1, 2, 3, 2, 4) 24 (1, 1, 1, 2, 3) 24
(1, 2, 1, 1, 3) 24 (1, 2, 2, 2, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 1) 24 (1, 1, 2, 1, 1) 12
(1, 2, 1, 2, 1) 12 (1, 2, 2, 3, 1) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 2) 24 (1, 1, 2, 1, 2) 12
(1, 2, 1, 2, 2) 12 (1, 2, 2, 3, 2) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 3) 24 (1, 1, 2, 1, 3) 24
(1, 2, 1, 2, 3) 24 (1, 2, 2, 3, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 4) 24 (1, 1, 2, 2, 1) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 1) 24 (1, 2, 2, 3, 4) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 1) 24 (1, 1, 2, 2, 2) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 2) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 1) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 2) 24 (1, 1, 2, 2, 3) 24
(1, 2, 1, 3, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 2) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 3) 24 (1, 1, 2, 3, 1) 24
(1, 2, 1, 3, 4) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 4) 24 (1, 1, 2, 3, 2) 24
(1, 2, 2, 1, 1) 12 (1, 2, 3, 1, 4) 24 one pair (x, x, y, z, v): (1, 2, 1, 2, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 1) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 3) 12 (1, 2, 1, 1, 2) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 1) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 2) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 4) 12 (1, 2, 1, 1, 3) 24
(1, 2, 1, 3, 2) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 1) 24 (1, 2, 1, 2, 1) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 1, 4) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 3) 12 (1, 2, 1, 2, 2) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 4) 24 (1, 2, 3, 3, 1) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 4) 12 two pairs (x, x, y, y, z): 13 2,1,10 = 858 ways (1, 2, 1, 2, 1) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 1) 24 (1, 2, 1, 3, 3) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 1) 12 (1, 2, 1, 2, 3) 12
(1, 2, 1, 3, 2) 24 (1, 2, 1, 3, 4) 24 (1, 2, 3, 4, 3) 12 three of a kind (x, x, x, y, z): (1, 2, 3, 1, 4) 12 (1, 2, 3, 4, 4) 4 (1, 2, 3, 1, 2) 24
(1, 2, 3, 4, 1) 12 full house (x, x, x, y, y):
= 156 ways (1, 2, 3, 1, 2) 12
(1, 2, 3, 1, 4) 12 four of a kind (x, x, x, x, y): keeps a running count of the payout distribution under the optimal strategy.) Each call of the subroutine optimal calls the subroutine poker
times. Finally, the program main loops through all 1,287 vectors of distinct initial denominations, and for each one calls the subroutine optimal 51 times (see Table 2 ); then the 2,860 pairs are treated, and so on until all equivalence classes have been analyzed. We remark that no attempt was made to optimize the efficiency of this program, whose runtime is 3-12 hours, depending on the computer used. Shackleford (2016) described two shortcuts that resulted in a claimed runtime of three seconds. The first is one we have already used, suit exchangeability. The second involves precomputing all draw probabilities. This is a clever idea, which would be useful if one were attempting to analyze multiple pay tables. ,4,2,3,4,5,6,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,383484750,u 2,12,2,3,4,5,6,1,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1,1,30678780,u 3,12,2,3,4,5,6,1,1,1,2,1,1,1,1,1,1,30678780,u 4,12,2,3,4,5,6,1,1,1,2,2,1,1,1,1,1,30678780,u 5,24,2,3,4,5,6,1,1,1,2,3,1,1,1,1,1,30678780,u . . . 134455,4,14,14,14,14,9,1,2,3,4,1,1,1,1,1,1,191742375,n 134456,4,14,14,14,14,10,1,2,3,4,1,1,1,1,1,1,191742375,n 134457,4,14,14,14,14,11,1,2,3,4,1,1,1,1,1,1,191742375,n 134458,4,14,14,14,14,12,1,2,3,4,1,1,1,1,1,1,191742375,n 134459,4,14,14,14,14,13,1,2,3,4,1,1,1,1,1,1,191742375,n A small sample of our output is shown in Table 3 . Notice that the output is formatted so that it can be imported into an Excel file via a .csv (commaseparated values) file. The Excel file has 134,459 rows and 19 columns. The interpretation of columns 1-19 (or A-S) is as follows:
(1) equivalence class number (2) size of equivalence class (necessarily 4, 12, or 24) (3-7) denominations of cards 1-5 in initial hand (11-14 signify J-A) (8-12) suits of cards 1-5 in initial hand (numbered 1-4; see text) (13-17) optimal strategy for cards 1-5 (1 if card is held, 0 if not) (18) expected return under optimal strategy × 7,669,695 (19) u if optimal strategy is uniquely optimal, n if not As was pointed out by Ethier (2010, p. 552) , there are only two cases of nonuniqueness: hands with four of a kind (the odd card may be discarded or not) and hands of the form TTJQK with no more than two cards of the same suit (either ten may be discarded). Thus, it is reasonable to speak of the optimal strategy: it is essentially unique. Also included in the output (but not shown in Table 3 ) is the distribution of return under optimal play, with which we will not be concerned here. See Ethier (2010 , Table 17 .4), for the details.
In the next section we show how to use the output in Table 3 to obtain the optimal conditional expected return at Jacks or Better, given the initial hand.
Optimal conditional expectation
The Excel file obtained from the .csv file mentioned above, with 134,459 rows and 19 columns A-S, contains the optimal conditional expected return, but it is not in a useful form. To make it more useful, we begin by sorting the rows, first according to column R (expected return × 7,669,695) in descending order and then according to column A (equivalence class number) in ascending order. We then renumber column A from 1 to 134,459 and delete column S (uniqueness indicator). Instead of Table 3 we get Table 4 . Call this Sheet 1. Then, in a new worksheet in the same Excel file, called Sheet 2, we create a condensed file, with one row per distinct conditional expected return. To do this, we first copy the contents of Sheet 1 to Sheet 2. In Sheet 2 we insert a new column S that has a 1 or a 0 in each cell, depending on whether E × 7,669,695 is smaller than in the previous row or not. With a "copy" and "paste special" operation, we can then replace the cell formulas by just numbers. Next we sort the rows, first according to column S (just described) in descending order and then according to column A (sorted equivalence class number) in ascending order. We can then delete all rows except the first 1,153, containing the distinct values of E × 7,669,695. (There are other ways to delete duplicates in Excel, but this works even in other spreadsheet applications such as Libre Office.) Next we delete the 16 columns (B-Q) corresponding to equivalence class size, denominations, suits, and optimal strategy, since this information is already in Sheet 1, and we delete the last column, which now has all 1s. This leaves only two columns, column A (smallest equivalence class number corresponding to the value of E × 7,669,695 in that row) and column B (E × 7,669,695). Now we add information to Sheet 2. We insert a new column B with = A2− A1 in cell B1 and extended to all of column B. This is the number of equivalence classes with the given value of E. Then we insert another new column B, starting with = C2 + B1 in cell B2 (1 in cell B1). These are cumulative equivalence class numbers, useful for finding in Sheet 1 the hands corresponding to an entry in Sheet 2. After another "copy" and "paste special" operation, we replace column A by the numbers 1 through 1,153. Next, we want to add equivalence class size information to Sheet 2. First, we add three new columns to Sheet 1, columns S, T, and U, starting with = IF(B1=4, 1, 0) in cell S1, = IF(B1=12, 1, 0) in cell T1, and = IF(B1=24, 1, 0) in cell U1. Next, in new columns D, E, and F of Sheet 2, start with = SUMIF($Sheet1.R$1:$Sheet1.R$134459, G1, $Sheet1.S$1:$Sheet1.S$134459) in cell D1, and similarly in cells E1 and F1 but with S replaced by T and U. The number of equivalence classes with given conditional expected return is in column C, and columns D, E, and F break this number down according to equivalence class size, 4, 12, or 24. Next we insert a new column G with = 4 * D1+12 * E1+24 * F1 in cell G1. This is the probability, multiplied by 52 5 , of the specified conditional expected return E. Finally, we add a column I with a decimal approximation of E.
The resulting Sheet 2 is reproduced in full as Table A1 (the first 387 values of E) and Table A2 (the last 766 values of E) in the Appendix. Actually, we omit the cumulative equivalence class number (in Tables A1 and A2 , not in the spreadsheet), which is no longer needed. But the table still lacks one important feature. We would like to describe the hands corresponding to each value of the conditional expected return, or at least the first 387 values. The last 766 values correspond to garbage hands for which it is optimal to draw five new cards. This is the only step in our algorithm that is not automated. It therefore requires the most time (and is most prone to error). For these descriptions, reproduced in Table A1 , we adopt the following notation:
Abbreviations: RF = royal flush, SF = straight flush, 4K = four of a kind, FH = full house, F = flush, S = straight, 3K = three of a kind, 2P = two pairs, HP = high pair (jacks or better), LP = low pair. n-RF, n-SF, n-F, and n-S refer to n-card hands that have the potential to become RF, SF, F, and S, respectively. 5-4K, 5-FH, 3-3K, 4-2P, 2-HP, and 2-LP have a slightly different meaning: For example, 3-3K is a 3-card three of a kind, i.e., the potential is already realized (though improvement is possible). T, J, Q, K, A denote ten, jack, queen, king, ace. H denotes any high card (J-A). Cards within braces are of the same suit; cards outside the bracesor within different braces-are of different suits. s is the number of straights, disregarding suits, that can be made from the hand held, and h denotes the number of high cards in the hand held. fp, sp, and 9sp denote flush penalty, straight penalty, and 9 straight penalty (explained later).
Most authors distinguish straights by the number of gaps or "insides". We prefer using s because it handles hands such as A234, for which s = 1, more naturally. Although it has no gaps, one must regard it as a one-gap hand.
We can use the Excel file, especially Sheet 2, to confirm certain known results, such as the overall expected return under optimal play. In a new column J we multiply columns G and H. This is consistent with Ethier (2010, p. 552) . Thus, using the property that the expectation of a conditional expectation is the unconditional expectation, we confirm the well-known fact that Jacks or Better has expected return of 99.5439 % with optimal play. Similarly, we can readily verify that the median conditional expected return under optimal play is 4,452/5,405 ≈ 0.823682. This corresponds to item 84 (2-LP) in Table A1 . We might also observe that the probability of a garbage hand (one for which it is optimal to draw five new cards) is 703/21,658 ≈ 0.0324591, less than one chance in 30.
As a way of confirming the descriptions in Table A1 we check that the number of equivalence classes can be derived by combinatorics. Let us illustrate this with two examples. We have confirmed all 387 cases. Is there a simpler way to describe optimal play? We address this question in the next section.
Optimal strategy hand-rank table
The goal here is to derive an optimal strategy hand-rank table systematically. This is a ranked list of descriptions of hands held, and these descriptions are not mutually exclusive. Instead, the player applies the applicable description that ranks highest in the table, and this results in optimal play. For example, the hand 8♣-T♣-J♣-Q♣-K♣ is correctly played by discarding the 8. Thus, 4-RF should rank higher in the table than 5-F.
The key to the construction of a hand-rank table is Table A1 listing the 387 distinct values of the conditional expectation, sorted from largest to smallest, for which the optimal strategy involves holding at least one card. Actually, only the sorted descriptions of the hand held and the initial hand are needed. The conditional expectation values (as well as the probabilities and equivalence class information) are not needed in the construction.
Let us introduce a convenient acronym. We will call conditional expectation values "CE values" and conditional expectation numbers "CE numbers". For example, the first entry in Table A1 has CE number 1 and CE value 800; the last entry has CE number 387 and CE value 0.428307. Notice that CE values decrease as CE numbers increase.
We begin by deriving Table 5 , a preliminary version of the hand-rank table, one that does not reproduce the optimal strategy perfectly (although it is a reasonable first approximation). We simply list the hands held in order of the smallest CE number (or largest CE value) having that optimal strategy. But before doing so, we make a few refinements. First, 4-SF hands are not contiguous in Table A1 , so we separate them into two groups, those with s = 2 and those with s = 1. The same is true of 4-S hands, so we classify them according to s and h: CE number 83 has (s, h) = (2, 3); CE numbers 85 and 86 have (s, h) = (2, 2) or (2, 1); CE number 99 has (s, h) = (2, 0); CE number 143 has (s, h) = (1, 4); and CE number 174 has (s, h) = (1, 3). Finally, 3-SF hands are widely separated in Table A1 . The first group comprises CE numbers 87-98; for these (s, h) = (2, 2) or (3, 1), which we describe as s + h = 4. The next group, though not exactly contiguous, comprises CE numbers 100-110, 112-115, 117-118, 120, 127, 130, and 132 ; for these (s, h) = (1, 2), (2, 1), or (3, 0), which we describe as s+ h = 3. The next group comprises CE numbers 168-173, 175-180, 185, and 187 ; for these (s, h) = (1, 1) or (2, 0), which we describe as s + h = 2. The final group comprises CE numbers 386 and 387, with (s, h) = (1, 0), or s + h = 1. Finally, the four types of 1-RF hands in Table A1 are grouped together since, if an initial hand has two high cards, it is never optimal to hold 184, 188, 192, [195] [196] 198, [201] [202] 208, 206, 213, [221] [222] 239, 247, 265, 285, 294, 329 , 116, 119, 121-126, 129, 131, 133, 135-137, 139-142, 146-147, 150, 153 2 128, 134, 138, 144-145, 148-149, 151, 154-155, 157-159, 161, 163 3 181, 183, 186, 189-191, 193-194, 197, 200, 203, 205, 207, 209, 211, 216-217, 219-220, 229, 231, 250, 289 4 212, 214, 218, 224-228, 230, 233, 235-238, 240-246, 248-249, 251-256, 258-260, 262-264, 266-268, 270-284, 286-288, 290-293, 295-303, 305-309, 311-328, 330-351, 353-379, 381-385 just one. With this understanding, we have 36 categories of hands held, and Table 5 sorts them according to smallest CE number (or largest CE value). Now we turn to the derivation of our optimal strategy hand-rank table, Table 6 , by correcting the "errors" in Table 5 and simplifying it slightly. An error occurs if a hand can be played by either of two strategies and the optimal play is ranked below the suboptimal one in the table. For example, to show that 4-RF ranks ahead of 5-F in Table 6 , we need only check that no hand that can be played as 4-RF is listed as 5-F in Table A1 . In fact, the description of 5-F (CE number 16) specifically excludes 4-RF.
We follow this procedure for every rank in the table. The first four pat hands (5-RF, 5-SF, 5-4K, 5-FH) cannot be played advantageously using lower ranked strategies. 4-RF, as we have seen, ranks ahead of 5-F and similarly 5-S. We can rank 5-F ahead of 5-S because no hand can be played as both 5-F and 5-S. 5-F also ranks ahead of 4-SF because there are no 5-F hands listed among those for which 4-SF is optimal. For the same reason 5-F outranks 3-RF. Similarly, 5-S ranks ahead of 4-SF and 3-RF, as we can verify. We have now confirmed that the first eight ranks in Table 5 are correct, so these are part of Table 6 . In Dancer and Daily (2003, Table 6 .2) and Ethier (2010, Table 17 .5) some of these ranks were combined in cases where they cannot apply to the same hand simultaneously, but, as noted by Kim (2012) , it is best to keep them separate so that we can include CE values in the final hand-rank table.
Hereafter we report only the discrepancies in Table 5 , not the more frequent confirmations. The first such observation is that 4-SF: s = 2 and 4-SF: s = 1 can be combined as 4-SF. Since no hand can be played as both 4-SF and 4-2P, these two ranks can appear in either order. We put 4-SF first because its smallest CE number is 19, while 4-2P has CE number 24. Next we compare 3-RF (CE numbers 33-79) and 4-F (CE numbers 80-82), and we find that there are 72 (equivalence classes of) hands with CE number 80 that can be played as 3-RF, namely 4-F: (2-9)TJQA, (2-9)TJKA, (2-9)TQKA, J,Q,K odd suit; {T}{(2-9)TJA}, {T}{(2-9)TQA}, {T}{(2-9)TKA}. To correct this "error" in Table 5 , we insert a new rank just above 3-RF, namely 4-F: {(2-9)T(J-K)A}{(T-K)}, followed by 3-RF and then 4-F. Notice that our new condensed description allows a high pair, whereas CE number 80 does not. Again, we point out that ranks are not mutually exclusive. Such a high pair would be played as 2-HP because 2-HP outranks 3-RF and 4-F.
Ranks 17-20 in Table 5 can be reordered and condensed to 17 combined with 19, then 18 combined with 20 in Table 6 . We need only check that no 3-SF hand with s + h ≥ 3 can be played as 4-S with s = 2. We next consider ranks 21-24 in Table 5 . Let us compare 2-RF: JQ (23 CE numbers from 111 to 153) and 4-S: s = 1, h = 4 (CE number 143). Here we have another "error" in Table 5 , see especially CE numbers 135, 141, and 143, which contain hands that can be played both ways. Generally, 2-RF: JQ ranks higher than 4-S: s = 1, h = 4, but the hands {(2-7)JQ}KA and 9{JQ}KA can be played as the former but are included in the latter. Thus, in Table 6 , we insert a new rank just above 2-RF: JQ, namely 4-S: {(2-7)JQ}KA, 9{JQ}KA, followed by 2-RF: JQ and then 4-S: -98, 100-110, 112-115, 117-118, 120, 127, 130, 132 2 111, 116, 119, 121-126, 129, 131, 133, 135-137, 139-142, 146-147, 150, 153 3 128, 134, 138, 144-145, 148-149, 151-152, 154-167 4 184, 188, 192, 195-196, 198, 201-202, 208, 215 5 181, 183, 186, 189-191, 193-194, 197, 200, 203, 205, 207, 209, 211, 216-217, 219-220, 229, 231, 250, 289 6 204, 210, 223, 232, 234, 257 7 199, 206, 213, 221-222, 239, 247, 265, 285, 294, 329, 352 8 212, 214, 218, 224-228, 230, 233, 235-238, 240-246, 248-249, 251-256, 258-260, 262-264, 266-268, 270-284, 286-288, 290-293, 295-303, 305-309, 311-328, 330-351, 353-379, 381-385 s = 1, h = 4. We follow this with the two ranks 2-RF: JK or QK, and 2-RF: JA, QA, or KA, which we combine into 2-RF: (J,Q)K or (J-K)A. Combining them is no problem because, if we had, for example, {JK} and {QA} in the same hand, the higher rank 4-S: s = 1, h = 4 would apply. We can check that no hand playable as 4-S: s = 1, h = 4 is listed as 2-RF: (J,Q)K or (J-K)A. This justifies Table 6 through rank 22 (corresponding to Table 5 through rank 24). Ranks 25 and 26 in Table 5 come next. These are 3-SF: s + h = 2 (CE numbers 168-173, 175-180, 185, 187) and 4-S: s = 1, h = 3 (CE number 174). We notice that CE number 174 excludes hands such as {79J}{Q}{K}, while including hands such as {89Q}{J}{K}. The distinction is that, when these hands are played as 3-SF, the discards reduce the probability of making a straight in the latter example but not in the former. We say then that {89Q}{J}{K} has a straight penalty, while {79J}{Q}{K} does not. We notice that 3-SF: s + h = 2 can be divided into two groups: the CE numbers less than 174 have no straight penalty, while those greater than 174 have a straight penalty. Thus, in Table 6, we replace these two ranks by three: 3-SF: s + h = 2, no sp; 4-S: 9JQK, T(JQ,JK,QK)A; and 3-SF: s + h = 2. The description of the second category seems more explicit than 4-S: s = 1, h = 3.
As we have noticed, it is never optimal to hold a single card when a hand has two or more high cards. Therefore, ranks 32, 35, and 36 of Table 5 are the last three ranks of Table 6 . It remains to properly order ranks 27-31 and 33-34, which include 3-S: JQK, three 2-RF ranks (TJ; TQ; TK), and three 2-S ranks (JQ; JK or QK; JA, QA, or KA). 3-S: JQK comes first, then 2-S: JQ. Next we compare 2-RF: TJ (23 CE numbers from 181 to 289) and 2-S: JK or QK (CE numbers 204, 210, 223, 232, 234, 257) . Consider hands that can be played both ways, briefly {TJ}K (allowing a third card to be suited with TJ). These are CE numbers 193, 200, 207, 211, 219, 223 , and 234, which are played as 2-RF: TJ unless holding TJ incurs a flush penalty (CE numbers 223 and 234). This implies that the correct ordering is 2-S: JK if {TJ} fp, 2-RF: TJ, and 2-S: JK or QK.
Next we compare 2-RF: TQ (12 CE numbers from 199 to 352) and 2-S: JA, QA, or KA (CE numbers 269 and 310). The only hands to which both apply are of the form {TQ}A (allowing a third card to be suited with TQ). These are CE numbers 221, 239, 265, 294, and 310, which are played as 2-RF: {TQ} unless holding TQ incurs a flush penalty (CE number 310). This implies that the correct ordering is 2-S: QA if {TQ} fp, 2-RF: TQ, and 2-S: JA, QA, KA.
Finally, we compare 2-RF: TK (CE numbers 261, 304, 380) and 1-RF: J, Q, K, or A (146 CE numbers from 212 to 385). The only hands to which both apply are of the form {TK} (allowing a third card to be suited with TK). These are CE numbers 261, 304, 380, and 384, which are played as 2-RF: TK unless holding TK incurs a flush penalty and a 9 straight penalty (CE number 384). This implies that the correct ordering is 1-RF: K if {TK} fp and 9sp, 2-RF: TK, and 1-RF: J, Q, K, or A.
Thus, Table 6 , with 38 ranks, is obtained from Table 5 . We notice that six CE numbers appear twice in column 4 of Table 6 ( namely, 80, 143, 223, 234, 310, and 384) . By breaking down column 3 of Table A1 in these six cases, one can readily obtain the probabilities associated with ranks 1-38. We leave the details to the reader.
Other games
We studied Jacks or Better because it is the oldest and best-known video poker game, but the method applies to other games. The number of distinct values of the conditional expected return is, as Table 7 indicates, quite sensitive to the details of the game. Table 7 : Statistics for several video poker games. The third column gives the number of distinct values of the optimal conditional expected return. The fourth column gives the number of distinct values of the optimal conditional expected return requiring that at least one (non-wild) card be held. optimal 3rd 4th game (pay table) expected col. col. return (%) Jacks or Better (800, 50, 25, 9, 6, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0) 99.5439 1,153 387 Double Bonus (800, 50, 160, 80, 50, 10, 7, 5, 3, 1, 1, 0) 100.1725 773 469 Joker Wild (800, 200, 100, 50, 20, 7, 5, 3, 2, 1, 1, 0) 100.6463 4,848 521 Deuces Wild (800, 200, 25, 15, 9, 5, 3, 2, 1, 0) 100.7620 8,903 180
We have already noticed that the optimal strategy at Jacks or Better is essentially unique (meaning that the conditional payout distribution under optimal play is unique). The same is true of Double Bonus but not of Joker Wild or Deuces Wild. However, which optimal strategy is used in the latter two games does not affect Table 7 .
The reader may be surprised to see that three of the four games listed in Table 7 offer expected returns greater than 100% with optimal play. Such games can still be found, though because of concerns about advantage players, maximum bet sizes are often limited to $1.25. 
Appendix
Here we provide the exact distribution of the optimal conditional expected return at full-pay Jacks or Better, given the initial hand. Table A1 gives the 387 largest values and includes mutually exclusive hand descriptions. These correspond to cases in which at least one card is held. Table A2 gives the remaining 766 values without hand descriptions. These correspond to cases in which five new cards are drawn. . . , xyzKA, 2 ≤ x < y < z ≤ 9, x,y,z odd suit, except {(2-7)}{89JQ}; {T}{xyJQ}, {T}{xyJK}, . . . , {T}{xyKA}, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 9, except {T}{89JQ}; xyJQK, xyJQA, xyJKA, xyQKA, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 9, H is odd suit, except {89JQ}{K}, {89JQ}{A}; (2-9)TJQA, (2-9)TJKA, (2-9)TQKA, J,Q,K odd suit; {T}{(2-9)TJA}, {T}{(2-9)TQA}, {T}{(2-9)TKA}; {x}{xyJQ}, {x}{xyJK}, . . . , {x}{xyKA}, x, y = 2, 3, ..., 9, x = y, except {8}{89JQ}, {9}{89JQ} 81 3924 (0, 3924, 0) 47088 9301545 1.212766 4-F: {xyz(J-A)}{v}, 2 ≤ x < y < z ≤ T, not 2-HP, except {A234}{v}, {A235}{v}, {A245}{v}, {A345}{v}, {789J}{v}, {78TJ}{v}, {79TJ}{v}, {89TJ}{v}, {89TQ}{v} : TJ{(2-9)QA}, TQ{(2-9)JA}, TJ{(2-9)KA}, TK{(2-9)JA}, TQ{(2-9)KA}, TK{(2-9)QA}, except TJ{9QA}, TQ{9JA} 168 274 (0, 137, 137) 4932 4164765 0.543016 3-SF: {Axy}zv, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 5, 6 ≤ z < v ≤ T, except {A45}67; xy{78J}, xy{79J}, xy{7TJ}, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 6, except 56{78J}; xy{89Q}, xy{8TQ}, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 7, except 67{89Q}; xy{9TK}, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 8, except 78{9TK} 169 332 (0, 166, 166) 5976 4143480 0.540241 3-SF: {Axy}(6-T)(J-K), 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 5; (2-6){78J}(Q-A), (2-6){79J}(Q-A), (2-6){7TJ}(Q-A), (2-7){89Q}(K,A), (2-7){8TQ}(K,A), (2-8){9TK}A 170 108 (0, 54, 54) 1944 4136385 0.539315 3-SF: {234}xy, {235}xy, {245}xy, 7 ≤ x < y ≤ T; {346}xy, {356}xy, 8 ≤ x < y ≤ T; {457}9T, {467}9T, 2{457}(9,T), 2{467}(9,T), 23{568}, 23{578}, (2,3){568}T, (2,3){578}T; xy{679}, xy{689}, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 4; xy{78T}, xy{79T}, 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 5 171 28 (0, 0, 28) 672 4122195 0.537465 3-SF: {Axy}(JQ,JK,QK), 2 ≤ x < y ≤ 5, J,Q,K distinct suits; {78J}(QK,QA,KA), {79J}(QK,QA,KA), {7TJ}(QA,KA), {89Q}KA, {8TQ}KA, Q,K,A distinct suits 172 312 (0, 156, 156) 5616 4115100 0.536540 3-SF: ({234},{235},{245})(7-T)(J-K), ({346},{356})(8-T)(J-A), ({457},{467})(2,9,T)(J-A), (2,3,T)({568},{578})(J-A), (2-4)({679},{689})(J-A), (2-5)({78T},{79T})(Q-A) Table A1 : The 387 largest values of the optimal conditional expected return at full pay Jacks or Better, given the initial hand, page 11. See the companion Table A2 for the remaining 766 values.
no. no. of numbers of prob. opt. condl. opt. condl. hand held in optimal strategy: description of initial hand equiv. equiv. classes × 4 each; 346, 356, 456, 457: 9 each; 34(7-9), 35(7-9), 45(8,9): 6 each; 467, 567, 568: 3 each; 578, 67(8,9): 5 each; 689: 7; 789: 11 270 367 (0, 0, 367) Table A2 : The 766 smallest values of the optimal conditional expected return at full pay Jacks or Better, given the initial hand, page 12. In each case the optimal strategy is to draw five new cards. See Table A1 for the 387 largest values.
